Enterprise authentication that delivers data integrity and security, allowing highly regulated industries to achieve compliance and productivity.

We work with Top 100 Pharmaceutical and Medical device companies to keep their manufacturing lines and labs productive and compliant.

Solve Today's Authentication Issues

Current Tools are outdated
Authorization tools that leave the body. Pins, smart cards, soft tokens

Pharma Challenges
- Weak and forgotten passwords and PINs
- Shared smart cards, key fobs, passwords
- Authenticity of physical signatures

Business Risks
- Poor data integrity
- Compliance concerns
- Productivity loss

2 Factor Authentication

= reliable e-signatures for 21 CFR part 11 ALCOA+

TALK TO US

www.nymi.com
@nymiband
info@nymi.com
Nymi Enterprise Edition built for Productivity

Three components

- **Nymi Band**
- **Nymi SDK**
- **Nymi Enterprise Server**

Productivity with the Assurance of Compliance

**Traditional login and password**
20s VS **Nymi Band Tap**
2s

Issues We Solved

- Regulatory requirements from FDA / ALCOA+ (21CFRpart11)
- Non-repudiation (an authentication that can be said to be genuine with high confidence)
- Efficiency. Tens to hundreds of e-signatures provided in application such as MES can take up to an hour of an operator’s time

Our Customers

We're working with Top 100 Pharmaceutical Manufacturers, BioTech firms, Medical Device Companies

Our Team

Our team is built from industry professionals that understand how to go to market and keep your operation running smoothly.

www.nymi.com @nymiband info@nymi.com